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Abstract
Non-renormalizable Newton maps are rigid. More precisely, we prove that their Julia
set carries no invariant line fields and that the topological conjugacy is equivalent to quasi-
conformal conjugacy in this case.
1 Introduction and statements
In this article we consider the question of rigidity of rational maps in the context of the family
of Newton maps. These maps are of the form
fp(z) = z −
p(z)
p′(z)
,
where p is a polynomial. They are well known because their iterations are used to find the
roots of the polynomial p. Recently the dynamic of Newton maps has been studied a lot, see
[AR, BFJK, DLSS, DMRS, LMS1, LMS2, Roe, RWY, WYZ] etc.
The question of rigidity, i.e., to know whether two maps are conformally conjugated (hence
equivalent) when they are topologically conjugated or quasi-conformally equivalent (conjugated
by a quasiconfromal homeomorphism), is natural and important since it ”says” that understand-
ing the behavior of orbits prescribes the map.
In the context of rational maps of degree d, it is stated as the NILF conjecture :
Conjecture (NILF). The Julia set of a rational map does not support an invariant line field
except it is a Latte`s example.
A rational map f admits an invariant line field supported on its Julia set J(f) provided
that there is a measurable Beltrami differential µ(z)dz¯
dz
with |µ| = 1 supported on a positive
measure subset E of J(f) such that f−1E = E and f∗µ = µ.
The NILF Conjecture is central since it implies the density of hyperbolic maps in the
space of all rational maps of degree d (see [McS]). The NILF Conjecture has been studied by
many people, see [GS, Hai, KS, LS, Mc, Sh1, Shen, Yo]. But it is still open even for quadratic
polynomials.
Our main results here concern rational maps of the previous type : Newton maps.
Theorem 1. If two non-renormalizable Newton maps are topologically conjugated, then they are
quasi-conformally conjugated.
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Theorem 2. If a Newton map is non-renormalizable, then its Julia set carries no invariant line
fields.
Definition 1.1. We say that a Newton map f is renormalziable if there exist an integer k ≥ 1,
topological disks U ⋐ V ⊆ C such that g := fk : U → V is a polynomial-like map with connected
filled-in Julia set K(g) :=
⋂
n≥0 g
−n(V ).
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2 : We assume (by contradiction) that f admits an invariant
line field µ. We consider the graph invariant graph G constructed in [WYZ] for Newton maps of
any degree. It allows to build the Branner-Hubbard-Yoccoz puzzles for such Newton map. Then
using distortion properties as well as Kozlovski-Shen-vanStrien’s enhanced nests puzzles and the
Kahn-Lyubich covering Lemma, we get that the diameter of the puzzles pieces goes to zero in
the non-renormalizable case. Finally, using that the shape of the puzzle pieces is bounded, we
can prove that either µ(z) = 0 or µ is not almost continuous at z. This finally implies that
µ = 0.
The paper is organized as follows : In sections 2 and 3 we recall the dynamics of Newton
maps and present the construction of invariant graphs for Newton maps as well as the puzzle
related to the graph ; in sections 4 and 5 we recall some distortion lemmas for holomorphic maps
and the properties of Kozlovski-Shen-vanStrien’s enhanced nests puzzles that we will apply in
the case of this new puzzle system ; in section 6 we prove Theorems 1 and 2.
Recall some basic frequently used notations
• Ĉ, C, D are the Riemann sphere, the plane and the unit disk respectively.
• The open disk centered at a ∈ C with radius r > 0 is denoted by D(a, r).
• Let A be a set in Ĉ. We write #A for the cardinality of A. The closure and the boundary
of A are denoted by A and ∂A respectively. We denote by Comp(A) the collection of all
connected components of A.
• For two sets A,B of Ĉ we use the notation A ⋐ B to summarize that A is contained in
the interior of B.
• Let γ be a Jordan curve in C. We denote by Int(γ) its ”interior”, i.e., the bounded
component of C \ γ.
• The Julia set and Fatou set of a rational map f are denoted by J(f) and F (f) respectively.
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2 Some basic facts for Newton maps
Let p be a complex polynomial with at least two distinct roots. It can be written as
p(z) := c(z − ξ1)
n1 · · · (z − ξd)
nd ,
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where c is a non-zero complex number and ξ1, · · · , ξd are distinct roots of p, with multiplicities
n1, · · · , nd ≥ 1, respectively. Its Newton map fp, defined by fp(z) := z−
p(z)
p′(z) , fixes each root ξk
with multiplier
f ′p(ξk) =
p(z)p′′(z)
p′(z)2
∣∣∣
z=ξk
=
nk − 1
nk
.
Therefore, each root ξk of p corresponds to an attracting fixed point of fp with multiplier
nk−1
nk
. It follows from the equation
1
fp(z)− z
= −
d∑
k=1
nk
z − ξk
that the degree of fp equals d, the number of distinct roots of p. One also verifies that ∞ is a
repelling fixed point of fp with multiplier
λ∞ :=
∑d
k=1 nk∑d
k=1 nk − 1
.
The following is a well-known characterization of Newton maps due to J.Head ([He]):
Theorem 2.1. A rational map f : Ĉ→ Ĉ of degree d ≥ 2 is the Newton map of a polynomial p
if and only if f(∞) =∞ and for all other fixed points ξ1, · · · , ξd ∈ C, there are integers nk ≥ 1
so that f ′(ξk) =
nk−1
nk
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d. Moreover, p has the form c(z − ξ1)
n1 · · · (z − ξd)
nd with
c 6= 0.
Let p be a polynomial with d distinct roots ξ1, · · · , ξd. Then its Newton map f = fp, has
d distinct attracting fixed points. We denote by Bk the immediately attracting basin of fixed
points ξk for 1 ≤ k ≤ d. The attracting basin all roots will be
Bf :=
⋃
k≥1
f−k(B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bd).
A Newton map f is called post-critically finite on Bf , if each critical point in Bf will eventually
be mapped onto one of ξ1, · · · , ξd.
Let Nd be the collection of all degree-d Newton maps f , and let
N ∗d := {f
∗ ∈ Nd : f
∗ is post-critically finite on Bf∗ .}
For f∗ ∈ N ∗d , one can give a natural dynamical parameterization of all components of Bf∗
(see [M1]):
Lemma 2.2. There exist, so-called Bo¨ttcher coordinates, {(B,ΦB)}B∈Comp(Bf∗), such that
(1) Each ΦB : B → D is conformal;
(2) Φf∗(B) ◦ f
∗ ◦ Φ−1B (z) = z
dB , z ∈ D, where dB = deg(f
∗|B).
In general, for each B ∈ Comp(Bf∗), the Bo¨ttcher map ΦB is not unique. There are
dB − 1 choices of ΦB when f
∗(B) = B, and dB choices of ΦB when f
∗(B) 6= B and Φf∗(B) is
determined. Once the Bo¨ttcher coordinates {(B,ΦB)}B∈Comp(Bf∗) is fixed, we may introduce
the internal rays:
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Let B be a component of Bf∗ , the point Φ
−1
B (0) is called the center of B, and the Jordan
arc
RB(θ) := Φ
−1
B ({re
2piiθ : 0 ≤ r < 1})
is called the internal ray of angle θ in B. According to Douady-Hubbard’s theory, when θ is
rational, such ray always lands, i.e., it accumulates at exact one point in ∂B. A number r ∈ [0, 1)
and two rational angles θ1, θ2 induce a sector :
SB(θ1, θ2; r) := Φ
−1
B
{
t e2piiθ : r < t < 1, θ1 < θ < θ2
}
,
here θ1 < θ < θ2 means that θ1, θ, θ2 sit in the circle in the counter clock-wise order.
3 Branner-Hubbard-Yoccoz puzzles
Newton maps of degree d = 2 have two completely invariant (supper)attracting Fatou compo-
nents and their Julia sets are quasi-circles. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are obviously true. In the
rest of this article, it is always assumed that d ≥ 3 and that Newton maps are non-renormalizable.
By a graph we mean a connected subset of Ĉ, which can be written as the union of finitely
many points (vertices) and finitely many open Jordan arcs (edges) such that any two of edges
only touch at the vertices. A point z ∈ G is called cut point with respect to G if G \ {z} is
disconnected.
For f∗ ∈ N ∗d , let B
∗
1 , · · · , B
∗
d be the fixed Fatou components of f
∗ with centers ξ∗1 , · · · , ξ
∗
d ,
respectively. Let {(B,ΦB)}B∈Comp(Bf∗ ) be the Bo¨ttcher coordinates of Bf∗ . For each B
∗
k, the
dk − 1 fixed internal rays RB∗k (
i
dk−1
), 1 ≤ i ≤ dk − 1 must land at fixed points in ∂B
∗
k, which
can only possible be ∞. Thus these rays possess a common landing point. The union of all
these
∑
k(dk − 1) fixed internal rays in B
∗
1 , · · · , B
∗
k together with their landing point ∞, usually
denoted by ∆0:
∆0 :=
d⋃
k=1
dk−1⋃
j=1
RB∗
k
(
j/(dk − 1)
)
.
Clearly f∗(∆0) = ∆0.
The following invariant graph with nice properties is constructed in [WYZ]. It is the key
point to construct the Branner-Hubbard-Yoccoz puzzles for Newton maps.
Proposition 3.1. Let f∗ ∈ N ∗d . There exists a graph G such that
1. f∗(G) ⊆ G and (f∗)−1(G) is connected;
2. (f∗)n(G) = ∆0 for some n ≥ 0;
3. Any point in G which is not eventually mapped into {ξ∗1 , · · · , ξ
∗
d} is a non-cut point with
respect to G.
Let p be a polynomial with d distinct roots ξ1, · · · , ξd. For its Newton map f(= fp), consider
the immediately attracting basin Bk of fixed point ξk. Take a Jordan curve γk in Bk such that
f(Int(γk)) ⋐ Int(γk) and Int(γk) contains all critical orbits in Bk. Here Int(γk) denotes the
bounded component of C \ γk. Then there exists N such that
Bf \ f
−N(
d⋃
k=1
Int(γk))
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is disjoint from critical orbits. According to [Sh2], the Julia sets of Newton maps are always
connected, or equivalently, all Fatou components are simply connected. One can apply standard
quasi-conformal surgery on Bf (see [BF]) to obtain a quasi-conformal map h : Ĉ → Ĉ and a
rational map f∗, such that
• h(ξk), 1 ≤ k ≤ d, are the super-attracting fixed points of f
∗.
• f∗ is post-critically finite on h(Bf );
• h ◦ f = f∗ ◦ h on Ĉ \ f−N(
⋃d
k=1 Int(γk));
• (f∗)′(∞) = d
d−1 (> 1) by [M1, Theorem 12.4].
Theorem 2.1 implies that f∗ ∈ N ∗d . We remark that such f
∗ is unique up to affine conjugacy.
For each 1 ≤ k ≤ d, let γ′k be the connected component of f
−N(γk) in Bk. Take r0 > 0 such
that h(Int(γ′k)) ⊆ Φ
−1
B∗k
(D(0, r0)) and let
X := Ĉ \
⋃
B∩G 6=∅,B∈Comp(Bf∗)
Φ−1B (D(0, r0)).
Then (f∗)−1(X) ⊆ X and (f∗)−k(X) ⋐ X for some k ≥ 1 from Lemma 2.2 (2).
For any integer n ≥ 0, let P∗n be the collection of all connected components of (f
∗)−n(X\G).
An element in P∗n is called a puzzle piece of depth n ≥ 0 for f
∗. Since h ◦ f = f∗ ◦ h on
Ĉ \ f−N (
⋃d
k=1 Int(γk)), we can transfer puzzles of f
∗ to that of f by h. Let Pn be the collection
of all connected components of f−n(h(X \G)). It is clearly P ∈ Pn ⇐⇒ h(P ) ∈ P
∗
n. Then an
element in Pn is called a puzzle piece of depth n ≥ 0 for f .
In the following, we restrict ourself to the general Newton map f(= fp) for a polynomial
p. Note that two distinct puzzle pieces P,Q are either disjoint (i.e. P ∩ Q = ∅) or nested (i.e.
P ⊆ Q or Q ⊆ P ).
The following important facts about puzzle pieces are proved in [WYZ]:
Proposition 3.2. Let P,Q be two puzzle pieces with Q = f(P ). Then we have the following
two implications:
Q is a Jordan disk =⇒ P is a Jordan disk ;
P ⊆ Q =⇒∞ ∈ ∂P ∩ ∂Q and f : P → Q is conformal .
Note that the number of unbounded puzzled pieces of depth n, is a constant independent
on n. This number is d0 :=
∑d
k=1(deg(f |Bk)− 1). Let
Pn(∞) := {Pn,1(∞), · · · , Pn,d0(∞)}
be the collection of all unbounded puzzle pieces of depth n, numbered in the way that Pn+1,k(∞) ⊆
Pn,k(∞) for any n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ d0. Note also that the closed topological disks
Yn(∞) :=
⋃
k
Pn,k(∞), n ≥ 0
are neighborhoods of ∞. The grand orbit of ∞ is denoted by
Ωf := ∪n≥0f
−n{∞}.
For any z ∈ J(f) \ Ωf , the puzzle piece of depth l containing z is well-defined, and is denoted
by Pl(z).
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Proposition 3.3. We have diam(Yn(∞))→ 0 as n→∞.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, for each n ≥ 1, the map fn : Yn(∞) → Y0(∞) is conformal, and
the boundaries ∂Yn(∞), ∂Y0(∞) are Jordan curves. Therefore f
n : ∂Yn(∞) → ∂Y0(∞) is a
homeomorphism.
To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that Yn0(∞) ⋐ Y0(∞) for some n0 ≥ 1. By
contradiction, we assume, for all n, ∂Yn(∞)∩∂Y0(∞) 6= ∅. Then the relation Yn+1(∞) ⊆ Yn(∞)
implies that
∂Yn+1(∞) ∩ ∂Y0(∞) ⊆ ∂Yn(∞) ∩ ∂Y0(∞).
Therefore ⋂
∂Yn(∞) 6= ∅ and
⋂
∂Yn(∞) ⊆ Ωf ⊆ J(f).
Take a point p ∈
⋂
∂Yn(∞), then f
n1(p) =∞ for some n1. The map f
n1 : ∂Yn1(∞)→ ∂Y0(∞)
is not a homeomorphism, because fn1(∞) = fn1(p) =∞. This is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.4. For any Julia point z ∈ J(f) \ Ωf and any puzzle Pk(z) of depth k ≥ 0, there
exists a sufficiently large integer nk such that Pk+nk(z) is compactly contained in Pk(z).
Proof. The idea is same as that of the proof of Proposition 3.3. If there is some k0 such that for
all l > 0,
∂Pk0(z) ∩ ∂Pk0+l(z) 6= ∅,
then the nested property, i.e., Pk0+l+1(z) ⊆ Pk0+l(z), gives that
∂Pk0(z) ∩ ∂Pk0+l+1(z) ⊆ ∂Pk0(z) ∩ ∂Pk0+l(z).
Therefore
∅ 6=
⋂
l≥1
(∂Pk0(z) ∩ ∂Pk0+l(z)) =
⋂
l≥0
∂Pk0+l(z) ⊂ Ωf ∩ J(f).
It follows that there exists a common boundary point ξ of Pk0+l(z), l ≥ 0, such that f
n0(ξ) =∞.
Then after the action of fn0 on these puzzle pieces, we see that
∞ ∈ Pk0−n0+l(f
n0(z)) ⊆ Yk0−n0+l(∞), ∀ l ≥ n0.
By Proposition 3.3, the intersection
⋂
l≥n0
Pk0−n0+l(f
n0(z)) is a singleton. Thus fn0(z) = ∞.
This contradicts the assumption that z ∈ J(f) \ Ωf .
For each point z ∈ J(f) \ Ωf , we define the end of z by
End(z) :=
⋂
k≥0
Pk(z).
By Lemma 3.4, we have End(z) =
⋂
k≥0 Pk(z). For each z ∈ Ωf , we define
End(z) :=
⋂
k≥0
⋃
P∈Pk,z∈∂P
P .
By Proposition 3.3, we have End(z) = {z} for all z ∈ Ωf .
We collect some facts about ends as follows:
• End(z) is either a singleton or a full continuum in Ĉ;
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• f(End(z)) = End(f(z));
• For any two distinct points z′, z ∈ J(f) \ Ωf , either End(z
′) = End(z) or End(z′) ∩
End(z) = ∅.
Proposition 3.5. If z ∈ J(f) \ Ωf is preperiodic, then End(z) = {z}.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case: z is periodic. Suppose End(z) is not a singleton. Let p
be the period of z. Take k0 > 0 such that f
i(Pk0(z) \ End(z)) contains no critical points for
0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. By Lemma 3.4, there exists nk0 such that Pk0+nk0 (z) is compactly contained in
Pk0(z). Take n0 such that n0p ≥ nk0 . Then g = f
n0p : Pk0+nk0 (z)→ Pk0(z) is a polynomial-like
mapping with connected filled-in Julia set K(g) = End(z). This is a contradiction since f is
non-renormalizable.
4 Bounded degree property
4.1 Distortion properties
This section collects some distortion properties for proper holomorphic maps.
Definition 4.1. Any non-degenerated open annulus A (⊆ C) is conformally equivalent to
D(0, R) \D(0, 1) for some R > 1. Then its modulus is mod(A) =
logR
2π
.
Lemma 4.2. Let D be the unit disk and B : D → D be a holomorphic proper map of degree η
with B(0) = 0. Then r ≤ |x| ≤ 4r
1
η for all x ∈ ∂Ur, where Ur is the component of B
−1(D(0, r)),
0 < r < 1, containing 0.
Proof. The inequality r ≤ |x| follows from the Schwarz’s Lemma.
Let xmax ∈ ∂Ur such that |xmax| = maxz∈∂Ur{|z| :}. Then
1
2πη
ln
1
r
≤ mod(D \ Ur) ≤ µ(|xmax|),
where µ(a) = mod(D \ [0, a]), 0 < a < 1, see [Ah].
It is well known that µ(a) < 12pi ln(
4
a
), see [Ah]. We have |xmax| ≤ 4r
1
η .
Let U be a hyperbolic disk in C and z ∈ U . The shape of U about z is defined by
Shape(U, z) =
supx∈∂U |x− z|
infx∈∂U |x− z|
.
It is clear that Shape(U, z) =∞ if and only if U is unbounded, and Shape(U, z) = 1 if and
only if U is a round disk centered at z. In other cases, 1 < Shape(U, z) <∞.
Lemma 4.3. Let (Ui, Vi), i ∈ {1, 2}, be a pair of topological disks in C with Ui ⋐ Vi. Let
g : V1 → V2 be a proper holomorphic map of degree η and let U1 be a component of g
−1(U2).
Suppose mod(V2 \ U2) ≥ m > 0. Then there is a constant C(η,m) > 0 such that for all z ∈ U1,
Shape(U1, z) ≤ C(η,m)Shape(U2, g(z)).
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Proof. We assume that mod(V2 \ U2) = m. Otherwise, we take a hyperbolic disk W2 such that
U2 ⋐W2 ⋐ V2 and mod(W2 \U2) = m, then replace V1 by the component of g
−1(W2) containing
U1.
Let ϕ1 : D → V1 and ϕ2 : D → V2 be the Riemann mappings with ϕ1(0) = z and ϕ2(0) =
g(z). Set B = ϕ2 ◦ g ◦ (ϕ1)
−1. Then B : D → D is a holomorphic proper map of degree η with
B(0) = 0. We have
mod(D \ ϕ−12 (U2)) = mod(V2 \ U2) = m
and
mod(D \ ϕ−11 (U1)) = mod(V1 \ U1) ≥
m
η
.
By the classical Koebe Distortion Theorem, it suffices to prove that
Shape(ϕ−11 (U1), 0) ≤M(η,m)Shape(ϕ
−1
2 (U2), 0)
for some constantM(η,m) > 0. Lemma 4.2 implies that sup
x∈∂ϕ−11 (U1)
|x| ≤ 4(sup
y∈∂ϕ−12 (U2)
|y|)
1
η
and inf
x∈∂ϕ−11 (U1)
|x| ≥ inf
y∈∂ϕ−12 (U2)
|y|. Hence
supx∈∂ϕ−11 (U1)
|x|
inf
x∈∂ϕ−11 (U1)
|x|
≤ 4
supy∈∂ϕ−12 (U2)
|y|
inf
y∈∂ϕ−12 (U2)
|y|
× ( sup
y∈∂ϕ−12 (U2)
|y|)
1
η
−1
.
On the other hand, mod(D \ ϕ−12 (U2)) = m ≥
1
2pi ln
1
sup
y∈∂ϕ
−1
2
(U2)
|y| . We have
1
sup
y∈∂ϕ−12 (U2)
|y|
≤ e2pim
and
Shape(ϕ−11 (U1), 0) ≤ 4e
2pim(1− 1
η
)
Shape(ϕ−12 (U2), 0).
The lemma is complete.
Lemma 4.4. Let D be the unit disk, U, V, U˜ and V˜ be topological disks with 0 ∈ U ⋐ V ⋐ D and
0 ∈ U˜ ⋐ V˜ ⋐ D. Let g : (D, V, U) → (D, V˜ , U˜ ) be a holomorphic proper map with deg(g|U ) =
deg(g|V ) = deg(g|D) = η. If mod(V˜ \ U˜) ≥ m > 0, then there exists a constant K(η,m) > 0
such that Shape(V, 0) ≤ K(η,m)Shape(V˜ , 0)
1
η .
Proof. Let
R = max
z∈∂V
|z|, r = min
z∈∂V
|z|;
R˜ = max
w∈∂V˜
|w|, r˜ = min
w∈∂V˜
|w|.
There are points zR ∈ ∂V and zr ∈ ∂V such that R = |zR| and r = |zr|.
The holomorphic proper map g can be written as
g(z) = eiθ
η∏
j=1
z − aj
1− ajz
,
where θ ∈ [0, 2π) and aj ∈ D, j = 1, · · ·, η. By the first assumption, we have aj ∈ U for all j.
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Consider the annulus D(0, R) \ U , we have
mod(D(0, R) \ U) > mod(V \ U) >
m
η
.
By the Gro¨tzsch Theorem, there exists a constant c0 = c0(
m
η
) ∈ (0, 1) such that |aj| ≤ c0R < c0
for all j.
Since mod(D\U) > mod(V \U) > m
η
, from the Gro¨tzsch Theorem and the Koebe distortion
theorem for univalent maps, there exists a constant c = c(m
η
) > 0 such that r = d(0, ∂V ) ≥
c · diam(U) ≥ c|aj |.
We have
R˜ > |g(zR)| =
η∏
j=1
|zR − aj|
|1− ajzR|
>
η∏
j=1
|zR| − |aj |
1 + |ajzR|
>
η∏
j=1
|zR| − |aj |
2
>
η∏
j=1
(
1− c0
2
)R = cη1R
η
with c1 = c1(m, η) =
1− c0
2
. On the other hand,
r˜ 6 |g(zr)| =
η∏
j=1
|zr − aj |
|1− ajzr|
6
η∏
j=1
r + |aj |
1− |aj |
6
η∏
j=1
r + r
c
1− c0
= cη2r
η
with c2 = c2(m, η) =
c+ 1
c(1− c0)
. It follows that
Shape(V, 0) 6 K(η,m) · Shape(V˜ , 0)
1
η
with K(η,m) =
c2
c1
. The lemma is complete.
Lemma 4.5. Let U ⋐ V be a pair of bounded topological disks in C with mod(V \U) ≥ m > 0.
Then there is a constant K(m) > 0 such that for any two points x, y ∈ U ,
Shape(V, y) ≤ K(m)Shape(V, x).
Proof. Let Ry := maxz∈∂V |z − y| (resp. Rx := maxz∈∂V |z − x|) and ry = d(y, ∂V ) (resp.
rx = d(x, ∂V )). It is obvious that Ry 6 2Rx and rx 6 ry + diam(U).
By the Gro¨tzsch Theorem and the Koebe distortion theorem for univalent maps, there exists
c(m) > 0 such that ry > c(m)diam(U).
Hence, Shape(V, y) ≤ K(m)Shape(V, x), where K(m) = 2(1 + 1
c(m)).
4.2 Bounded degrees
To get control on the moduli and to apply the distortion Lemmas, the maps involved are required
to have bounded degrees.
The critical points in the same critical end cannot be separated by puzzle pieces of any
depth. Everything goes through as if there were only one critical point in the critical end. We
adopt the following.
Assumptions:
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(1) There is only one critical point in each critical end;
(2) Each puzzle piece of depth 0 contains at most one critical end. Otherwise, we replace
puzzle pieces of depth 0 by depth N for a large enough N .
Notation 4.6. Let b denote the number of distinct critical ends and let δ be the maximum of
the degrees of f over all critical ends.
Definition 4.7. The first entrance time (resp. first return time) of a point z in a puzzle piece
P is the minimal r ≥ 0 (resp. r ≥ 1 if z ∈ P ) such that f r(z) ∈ P .
Lemma 4.8. Let r ≥ 0 be the first entrance time (resp. the first return time) in some puzzle
piece Pn (of depth n) of a point z, then the degree of f
r : Pn+r(z)→ Pn is bounded by δ
b.
Proof. The Lemma follows from the fact that the sequence of puzzle pieces {f i(Pn+r(z)) | 0 ≤
i < r} meets each of the b critical ends at most once. Indeed, assume, in order to get a con-
tradiction, that a critical point c belongs to f i(Pn+r(z)) = Pn+r−i(f
i(z)) and to f j(Pn+r(z)) =
Pn+r−j(f
j(z)) for 0 ≤ i < j < r. Then the point f i(z) which is in Pn+r−i(c) ⊆ Pn+r−j(c) is
mapped by f r−j in the piece Pn = f
r−j(Pn+r−j(c)). This contradicts the fact that r is the first
entrance (resp. return) time of z in Pn since 0 ≤ r − j + i < r.
4.2.1 The case: ∞ ∈ ω(z).
Lemma 4.9 (Find non-degenerated annulus I). Fix an integer N ≥ 0, there is an integer
N0 > N with the following property: for any wandering Julia point z with ∞ ∈ ω(z), there
is an integer k = k(z) ≥ 0, so that PN0(f
k(z)) is compactly contained in a puzzle piece in
PN (∞) = {PN,1(∞), · · · , PN,d0(∞)}.
Here, it is essential and important to require that N0 is independent of the point z (see the
proof of Proposition 4.10).
Proof. Recall that Yn(∞) =
⋃
k Pn,k(∞). By Proposition 3.3, There is an n0 (≥ 1) so that
fn0 : YN+n0(∞)→ YN (∞) is one-to-one and YN+n0(∞) is contained in the interior of YN (∞).
The assumption ∞ ∈ ωcomb(z) implies that there exist l ≥ 0 and j such that f
l(z) ∈
PN+n0,j(∞). So there is s ≥ 0 such that f
l(z) ∈ PN+n0+s,j(∞) \PN+n0+s+1,j(∞). Since for any
k ≥ 0, the map
f : Pk+1,j(∞) \ Pk,j(∞)→ Pk,j(∞) \ Pk−1,j(∞)
is a homeomorphism, we have that f l+s(z) ∈ PN+n0,j(∞) \ PN+n0+1,j(∞). By the structure of
unbounded puzzle pieces, we see that PN+n0+1(f
l+s(z)) is disjoint from ∆0 ∪ ∂YN (∞). This
implies that PN+n0+1(f
l+s(z)) is compactly contained in PN (f
l+s(z)) = PN,j(∞). The proof is
complete if we take N0 = N + n0 + 1, which is independent of z.
Proposition 4.10. Let z ∈ J(f) be a wandering point. If ∞ ∈ ω(z), then there exist a pair
of compactly nested puzzle pieces Q0 ⋐ P0 ∈ P0(∞), so that Q0 contains infinitely many such
points fkn(z), and that the degrees of proper mappings fkn : Pkn(z)→ P0, are uniformly bounded
by a constant D.
Proof. Let A be the collection of critical points c such that
∞ ∈ ω(c) and Pn(c) intersects the orbit of z for all n.
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First, we deal with the case A = ∅. This implies that, for a sufficiently large N , if a puzzle
piece P containing z is iterated into puzzle pieces in PN (∞) by some f
k, then f i(P ) contains
no critical points for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. For such N , let N0 be the integer given by Lemma 4.9. By the
assumption ∞ ∈ ωcomb(z) and Lemma 4.9, there is a puzzle piece QN0 of depth N0 such that
• QN0 is compactly contained in some piece P ∈ PN (∞);
• QN0 contains f
k(z) for infinitely many k’s.
Write all these k’s by {s1, s2, · · · }. For each n ≥ 1, we pull back the two nested puzzle
pieces (QN0 , P ) along the orbit z → f(z) 7→ · · · 7→ f
sn(z), and get a pair of puzzle pieces
(PN0+sn(z), PN+sn(z)). By the choice of N , the puzzle pieces f
i(PN+sn(z)) contains no critical
points for 1 ≤ i ≤ sn . So the degree deg(f
sn |PN+sn (z)) ≤ d.
Let P0 = f
N (P ), Q0 = f
N (QN0) and kn = N + sn. Then
deg
(
fkn : Pkn(z)→ P0
)
≤ dN+1, ∀n ≥ 1,
and fkn(z) ∈ Q0.
In the following, we consider the case A 6= ∅. Write A = {c1, · · · , cu}. Choose a large integer
N , such that for any puzzle piece P containing z, which is iterated into the piece in PN (∞) by
some fk, then f i(P ) contains no critical points except the ones in A for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
As before, let N0(> N) be the integer described in Lemma 4.9. Then for each ck, by Lemma
4.9, one can find an N0-puzzle Qck , an N -puzzle PN,lk(∞) ∈ PN (∞) and an minimal integer tk
such that f tk(ck) ∈ Qck ⋐ PN,lk(∞). We set tmax := max1≤k≤u{tk} and P := {Pck}1≤k≤u with
Pck := Ptk+N0(ck). Clearly it follows that f
tk(Pck) = Qck .
For any n > N0, let rn be the first entrance time of z into Yn(∞). Suppose f
rn(z) ∈
Pn,qn(∞) ∈ Pn(∞), 1 ≤ qn ≤ d0. Let sn(≥ n) be the minimal integer such that f
rn(z) ∈
Psn,qn(∞)\Psn+1,qn(∞). Clearly both rn, sn will tend to∞ as n→∞. The point z
′ := f rn+sn(z)
will eventually enter into elements in P. Thus we can let vn be the first entry of z
′ into a puzzle
within P, say Pck(n) .
Now we focus on the four coverings
g1 := f
rn : Pn+rn(z)→ Pn,qn(∞), g2 := f
sn : Psn,qn(∞)→ P0,qn(∞),
and
g3 := f
vn : Pvn+tk(n)+N0(z
′)→ Pck(n) = Ptk(n)+N0(ck(n)), g4 := f
tk(n) : Pck(n) → Qck(n) .
Let g := g4 ◦ g3 ◦ g2 ◦ g1 be their composition. Let (In, I
′
n) be the nested puzzles after pulling
back (Qck(n) , PN,lk(n)(∞)) along z 7→ f(z) 7→ · · · 7→ g(z). Then In = Prn+sn+vn+tk(n)+N0(z),
I ′n = Prn+sn+vn+tk(n)+N (z).
We claim that the degree of branched covering g : (In, I
′
n) → (Qck(n) , PN,lk(n)(∞)) is up-
per bounded by the constant δb+tmax+N independent on n. Note that deg(g1) ≤ δ
b and g2
is conformal on Psn,qn(∞), which contains g1(I
′
n). It suffices to prove that the degree of
g4 ◦ g3 on I
′′
n := g2 ◦ g1(I
′
n) is less than δ
tmax+N . If vn + tk(n) ≤ tmax + N , it follows ob-
viously. If vn + tk(n) > tmax + N . One can write g4 ◦ g3(I
′′
n) = f
tmax+N ◦ fwn(I ′′n) with
wn := vn + tk(n) − (tmax +N). Thus we only need to prove that the puzzle pieces
I ′′n, f(I
′′
n), · · · , f
wn−1(I ′′n)
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are disjoint from critical ends. Indeed, the choice of N rule out the appearance of critical ends
outside of A. Furthermore, they are disjoint from critical ends in A. This is because, on one
hand, wn is less than vn, which is the first time of z
′ ∈ I ′′n meeting a critical end in A; on the
other hand, the depths of these wn puzzles are greater than that of Pck(n) from the choice of
tmax. Thus we have proved the claim.
Let kn := rn + sn + vn + tk(n) +N . Then the degree of f
kn : Pkn(z)→ P0,lk(n)(∞) is upper
bounded by an integer D = δb+tmax+2N independent on n. Since fkn(In) is a puzzle piece of
depth N − N0 compactly contained in f
kn(I ′n) = P0,lk(n)(∞), by taking a subsequence if it is
necessary, we assume fkn(I ′n) = P0 and f
kn(In) = Q0 independent on n. Then Q0 ⋐ P0 and
fkn(z) ∈ Q0.
The proof is complete.
4.2.2 The case: ∞ /∈ ω(z).
Lemma 4.11 (Find non-degenerated annulus II). Let z ∈ J(f) be a wandering Julia point with
∞ /∈ ω(z). Let P be a puzzle piece such that it contains infinitely many point in the orbit of z,
say {fkn(z)}, then there exists a puzzle piece Q, compactly contained in P , such that it contains
infinitely many points in {fkn(z)}.
Proof. Let r0 be the depth of P . We assume, in order to get a contradiction, that the boundary
of any sub-piece Pr of depth r (> r0) in P , with #({f
kn(z)}∩P ) =∞, must intersect ∂P . Then
by induction one can get a sequence of nested puzzles {Pr}r≥r0 , such that {f
kn(z)} ∩ Pr 6= ∅
and that these puzzles share a common boundary point v ∈ ∂P ∩Ωf . By Proposition 3.3, these
Pr shrink to the point v. It concludes that v ∈ ω(z), which contradicts the fact ∞ /∈ ω(z).
Definition 4.12. Let z be a wandering Julia point with ∞ /∈ ω(z) (Thus ω(z) ∩ Ωf = ∅). A
Julia point z′ /∈ Ωf is said to lie in the combinatorial accumulation of z, written z
′ ∈ ωcomb(z),
provided that, for any n ≥ 0,
the puzzle Pn(z
′)contains infinitely many points in the orbit of z.
Remark 4.13. (1) ωcomb(z) = ωcomb(f
n(z)) for all n ≥ 1;
(2) ω(z) ⊆ ωcomb(z);
(3) ωcomb(z) contains infinitely many points, since #ω(z) =∞.
(4) the orbit of any point z′ ∈ ωcomb(z) is contained in ωcomb(z). Moreover, when such z
′ is
wandering, we have ωcomb(z
′) ⊆ ωcomb(z).
Definition 4.14. A wandering Julia point z with∞ /∈ ω(z) is said to have property (⋆), if there
exist puzzle pieces P0, {Pkn(z)}, with kn →∞ as n→∞, and an integer D such that
(⋆) deg
(
fkn : Pkn(z)→ P0
)
≤ D, ∀n ≥ 1.
To find the property (⋆) of a point z, we need to consider the critical points which appear
in the orbit of Pn(z). More generally, we will have to consider how critical points accumulate
themselves.
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Lemma 4.15. If y has property (⋆) and y ∈ ωcomb(z), then z also has property (⋆).
Proof. Since y has property (⋆), there exist P0 and {kn} such that the degrees of the maps
fkn : Pkn(y) → P0 are uniform bounded. For n > 0, let rn be the first entrance time of z in
Pkn(y). Then degrees of f
rn : Prn+kn(z) → Pkn(y) are bounded by δ
b. Therefore, the degree of
the maps f rn+kn : Prn+kn(z)→ P0 is bounded. It follows that z has property (⋆).
Notation 4.16. Let ωCrit(z) be the collection of critical points in ωcomb(z).
Lemma 4.17. Let z be a wandering Julia point with ∞ /∈ ω(z). If z has either one of the
following properties :
(1) ωCrit(z) = ∅ ;
(2) there exists a wandering point x ∈ ωcomb(z) such that ωcomb(x) 6= ωcomb(z);
(3) there exists a non-wandering point x ∈ ωcomb(z).
Then z has property (⋆).
Proof. (1) If ωCrit(z) = ∅, there exists N such that fk(z) 6∈ PN (c) for any critical point c and
any k ≥ 1. This means that puzzles PN (f
k(z)), k ≥ 1, are disjoint from critical points. It follows
that the maps
fk−1−N : Pk−1(f(z))→ PN (f
k−N(z)), k ≥ N + 2
are homeomorphisms. Therefore the degree of fk : Pk(z) → P0(f
k(z)) is bounded by δN+1
(End(z) can possess critical point). Since the number of puzzle pieces of level 0 is finite, the
property (⋆) holds.
(2) First observe that ωcomb(x) ⊆ ωcomb(z) according to Remark 4.13 (4). Then we can
choose a point y such that
y ∈ ωcomb(z) but y /∈ ωcomb(x).
Note that x and y can be the same. One can also assume that y does not lie in the orbit of x by
Remark 4.13 (1). The relation y /∈ ωcomb(x) implies that there exist N such that PN (y) is disjoint
from fk(x), k ≥ 1, or equivalently, the iterated preimages f−k(PN (y)) have no intersection with
the point x.
For n ≥ N , let rn be the first entrance time of z in Pn(x). Let sn be the first entrance time
of f rn(z) in the fixed puzzle PN (y). Then the degrees of maps
gn := f
rn : Pn+rn(z)→ Pn(x) and hn := f
sn : PN+sn(f
rn(z))→ PN (y)
are bounded by δb. Since PN+sn(f
rn(z)) avoids the point x, it is thus contained in Pn(x). Then
we pull back PN+sn(f
rn(z)) by gn and consider the composition
hn ◦ gn = f
rn+sn : Prn+sn+N (z)→ PN (y).
Its degree is bounded by δ2b and rn →∞ as n→∞. This concludes that z has property (⋆).
(3) According to Remark 4.13 (3). One can choose a point y ∈ ωcomb(z) such that y dose
not lie in the orbit of x. Then by exact the same argument as above on x, y, z, the conclusion
holds.
If z satisfies neither (1), (2) nor (3), then ωCrit(z) is non-empty and any critical point
c ∈ ωCrit(z) must have ωCrit(c) = ωCrit(z).
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Definition 4.18. Let c be a critical point. The piece Pn+k(c) is said to be a successor of
Pn(c) if f
k(Pn+k(c)) = Pn(c) and each critical point meets at most twice the set of pieces
{f i(Pn+k(c)), 0 ≤ i ≤ k}.
Remark 4.19. If Pn+k(c) is a successor of Pn(c), then the map f
k : Pn+k(c) → Pn(c) has a
degree less than δ2b−1.
Lemma 4.20. If there exist c ∈ ωCrit(z) and n0 such that Pn0(c) has infinitely many successors,
then z has property (⋆).
Proof. If Pn0(c) has infinitely many successors {Pn0+kn(c)}, then
deg
(
fn0+kn : Pn0+kn(c)→ P0(f
n0+kn(c))
)
≤ δ2b+n0 , ∀n ≥ 1,
and c has property (⋆). The result follows from Lemma 4.15 immediately.
5 Enhanced nest of persistently critical points
After the work done in previous sections, we can restrict ourself on the set Ω, which consists of
points z ∈ J(f) satisfying:
(1) z is wandering with ∞ /∈ ω(z) ;
(2) ωCrit(z) 6= ∅ and ωcomb(c) = ωcomb(z) for any c ∈ ωCrit(z);
(3) For any critical point c ∈ ωCrit(z) and any integer n, Pn(c) has only finitely many suc-
cessors.
Remark 5.1. The critical points in the above set ωCrit(z) are called persistently recurrent.
A tool particularly well adapted for studying the persistently recurrent critical points is the
enhanced nest. It is constructed by Kahn-Lyubich (see [KL2]) in the unicritical case and by
Kozlovski-Shen-vanStrien (see [KSS]) in the multi-critical case. In our situation we will use a
slightly simplified version of the enhanced nest (see [PQRTY]).
Let z ∈ Ω and c ∈ ωCrit(z). For any puzzle piece I containing c, I has at least two
successors and has only finitely many successors(see [PQRTY]). Denote D(I) the last successor
of I.
These sub-nests are constructed using three operators called A, B and D defined in [KSS].
As it is for D, A and B are some pull-back by a conveniently chosen iterate of f . The operators
act on the set of all critical puzzle pieces and ”have bounded degree”. The operators A and B
are closely related and used for producing an annulus that avoids the closure of the orbit of the
critical points in ωCrit(z). On the other hand, D which is just the last successor map is used
for giving long iterates of bounded degree.
Definition 5.2. Denote by PC(z) =
⋃
c∈ωCrit(z)
⋃
n∈N
fn(c).
Recall that b is the number of critical ends and δ is the maximal degree of f over these
critical ends.
We give here some properties ofA and B which are proved in [KSS] (see also [QY] or [PQRTY]).
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Proposition 5.3. Let I be a puzzle piece containing a critical point c ∈ ωCrit(z). Then A(I)
and B(I) are puzzle pieces with the following properties :
(1) c ∈ A(I) ⊆ B(I) ⊆ I and B(I) \ A(I) is disjoint from the set PC(z) ;
(2) there exist integers b(I), a(I) such that f b(I)(B(I)) = I and fa(I)(A(I)) = I ;
(3) the degree of f b(I) : B(I)→ I is less than δb
2
;
(4) the degree of fa(I) : A(I)→ I is less than δb
2+b.
By Lemma 3.4, there exists a puzzle piece Q containing c such that Q ⋐ P0(c).
The subnests K−n and Kn are defined inductively by K
−
n := AAD
b+1(Kn−1) and Kn :=
BADb+1(Kn−1), starting from K0 := Q. Let f
qn : Kn → AD
b+1Kn−1 and K
′
n be the connected
component of f−qn(BDb+1(Kn−1)) containing c.
The Proposition 5.3 has several consequences on the these sequences {(K−n ,Kn,K
′
n)}n.
Proposition 5.4. The nests {(K−n ,Kn,K
′
n)}n have the following properties :
(1) K−n ⊆ Kn ⊆ K
′
n ⊆ K
−
n−1 ;
(2) K−n ,Kn,K
′
n are mapped onto Kn−1 by some iterate of f : there exist integers p
−
n , pn, p
′
n
such that : fp
−
n (K−n ) = Kn−1, f
pn(Kn) = Kn−1, f
p′n(K ′n) = Kn−1 ;
(3) deg(fp
−
n : K−n → Kn−1) ≤ D, deg(f
pn : Kn → Kn−1) ≤ D and deg(f
p′n : K ′n → Kn−1) ≤
D, where D depends only on b and δ ;
(4) K ′n \ Kn and Kn \ K
−
n are annuli (possibly degenerated) that are disjoint from the set
PC(z) ;
(5) depth(K′n)− depth(Kn) and depth(Kn)− depth(K
−
n ) tend to infinity as n→∞.
The proof can be found in [KSS](see also [YZ] and [QY]).
Lemma 5.5. The annulus K ′n \Kn and Kn \K
−
n are non-degenerated for all large enough n.
Proof. Since f tn(Kn) = K0, pulling back P0(c) by the good inverse branch of f
tn , we get a non-
degenerated annulus between a puzzle piece containing c called Rn and Kn. The difference of
depth is constant : depth(Kn)− depth(Rn) = depth(Q)− depth(P0(c)) = depth(Q). Thus, since
depth(Kn) − depth(K
′
n) tends to infinite, depth(K
′
n) < depth(Rn) for large n so that K
′
n ⊃ Rn.
It follows that K ′n \Kn ⊇ Rn \Kn, so that it is non-degenerated. The proof goes similarly for
Kn \K
−
n .
The Covering Lemma, due to Kahn and Lyubich (see [KL1]), is a very powerful tool : it
gives an “estimate” of the modulus of the pre-image of an annulus under a ramified covering g
when one has some control on the degree over some sub-annulus. We state the Theorem now
and refer the reader to [KL1] for the proof.
Theorem 5.6 ( The Kahn-Lyubich Covering Lemma). Let g : U → V be a degree D holomorphic
ramified covering. For any η > 0 and A,A′, B,B′ satisfying :
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(1) A ⋐ A′ ⋐ U and B ⋐ B′ ⋐ V are all disks ;
(2) g is a proper map from A onto B, and from A′ onto B′ with degree d ;
(3) mod(B′ \B) ≥ η mod(U \ A).
There exists ǫ = ǫ(η,D) > 0 such that
mod(U \ A) > ǫ or mod(U \ A) >
η
2d2
mod(V \B).
Using the Kahn-Lyubich Covering Lemma, the following result is proved in [QY](see also
[KS] and [YZ]):
Proposition 5.7. The modulus of K ′n \Kn and Kn \K
−
n have positive lower bounds.
Corollary 5.1. The diameter of Kn tends to 0.
Proof. The annuli An = K
′
n \ Kn are disjoint and essential in the annulus A := K0 \ (∩Kn).
By Proposition 5.7 there exists some ǫ > 0 such that for large N , every µn ≥ ǫ for n ≥ N .
Therefore by Gro¨tzsch inequality (see [Ah]),
∑
mod(Ai) ≤ mod(A) and in particular µ(A) =∞.
It concludes that ∩Kn = {c} and the diameter of Kn tends to 0.
6 Proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 2 , we will use that for almost all z ∈ Ω, any invariant line field µ satisfies
that either µ(z) = 0 or that µ is not almost continuous at z. This is stated in Lemma 6.7 and
essentially comes from [Shen].
The proof of Theorem 2 follows from this Lemma 6.7, Corollary 6.1 and Lemma 6.6.
Recall that the set Ω consists of points z ∈ J(f) which satisfies:
(1) z is wandering with ∞ /∈ ω(z) ;
(2) ωCrit(z) 6= ∅ and ωcomb(c) = ωcomb(z) for any c ∈ ωCrit(z);
(3) For any critical point c ∈ ωCrit(z) and any integer n, Pn(c) has only finitely many suc-
cessors.
Let
Ω0 = {z ∈ J(f) : z is preperiodic.},
Ω1 = {z ∈ J(f) \ Ω0 : ∞ ∈ ω(z).},
Ω2 = {z ∈ J(f) \ (Ω0 ∪Ω1) : z has property(⋆).}.
It follows from Proposition 4.10, Lemma 4.17 and Lemma 4.20 that
J(f) \ (Ω0 ∪ Ω1 ∪ Ω2) ⊆ Ω.
Lemma 6.1. Let z ∈ Ω0 ∪Ω1 ∪Ω2. Then there exist Jordan disks (not necessary puzzle pieces)
U− ⋐ U ′, {U ′n(z)}, and {kn} such that f
kn : U ′n(z)→ U
′ is a proper mapping with degree upper
bounded by a constant independent on n and fkn(z) ∈ U−.
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Proof. (1) In the case of z ∈ Ωf , by Proposition 3.3, there exists k1 such that Yk1(∞) ⋐ Y0(∞). If
z =∞, take U ′ = Y0(∞), U
− = Yk1(∞), U
′
k(z) = Yk(∞), then f
k : U ′k(z)→ U
′ is conformal and
fk(∞) =∞ ∈ U−. If z ∈ Ωf \ {∞}, let n0 be the smallest integer such that f
n0(z) =∞. Take
U ′ = Y0(∞), U
− = Yk1(∞). For any k ≥ n0, let U
′
k(z) be the component of f
−n0(Yk1+(k−n0)(∞))
containing z. Then it holds that
deg(fk|U ′k(z)) = deg(f
n0 |U ′k(z)) ≤ δ
n0 and fk(z) =∞ ∈ U−.
Let z (6= ∞) ∈ Ω0 be a periodic point with period p. By Proposition 3.5, End(z) = {z}
since f is non-renormalizable. Thus one can take n1 such that Pn1p(z) ⋐ P0(z) and that puzzles
f i(Pn1p(z)), 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, are disjoint from critical points. Let U
′ = P0(z) and U
− = Pn1p(z).
Then, for all n ≥ n1, we have
deg(fnp|Pnp(z)) = deg(f
n1p|Pn1p(z)) ≤ δ
n1p and fnp(z) = z ∈ U−.
For any preperiodic points in Ω0 \ Ωf , the construction is similar as above.
(2) For z ∈ Ω1, the result follows from Proposition 4.10.
(3) For z ∈ Ω2, the result follows from Lemma 4.11.
For z ∈ Ω0 ∪ Ω1 ∪ Ω2, let U
− ⋐ U ′ be Jordan disks in Lemma 6.1. Take a Jordan disk U
such that U− ⋐ U ⋐ U ′ and let Un(z) be the connected component of f
−kn(U) containing z.
The following Lemma immediately follows from Lemmas 6.1, 4.3 and 4.5.
Lemma 6.2. There exists M(z) > 0 such that Shape(Un(z), z) ≤M(z) for all n.
Corollary 6.1. mes(Ω0 ∪Ω1 ∪Ω2) = 0, where mes denotes the Lebesgue measure.
Proof. From Lemma 6.2, diam(Un(z)) tends to zero. Otherwise, there is a subsequence of
{Un(z)}, say itself, with diameter > ε0. Then there exists a disk D(z, r0) for some r0 > 0 such
that D(z, r0) ⊆ Un(z) for all n. It follows that f
kn(D(z, r0)) ⊆ U . This is impossible. By
distortion arguments, z can not be a density of the Julia set J(f) since J(f) has no interior.
Let z ∈ Ω (if any) and c ∈ ωCrit(z). In the previous section, the critical puzzle pieces
{(K−n ,Kn,K
′
n)}n are constructed with the following properties:
(1) deg(fpn : Kn → Kn−1) ≤ D, where D depends only on b and δ ;
(2) K ′n \Kn and Kn \K
−
n are disjoint from the set PC(z) ;
(3) The modulus of K ′n \Kn and Kn \K
−
n have positive lower bounds, say m.
Lemma 6.3. There exists a constant M > 0 such that, for all n,
Shape(Kn, c) ≤M.
Proof. Since K ′n−1 \Kn−1 and Kn−1 \K
−
n−1 are disjoint from the set PC(z) , we have f
pn(c) ∈
K−n−1. Let Vn resp. Un be the connected components of f
−pn(K ′n−1) resp. f
−pn(K−n−1) contain-
ing c. Then we have
2 ≤ deg(fpn |Vn) = deg(f
pn |Kn) = deg(f
pn |Un) ≤ D.
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By the Koebe Distortion Theorem for univalent functions, Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, we have
Shape(Kn, c) ≤ C(D,m) Shape(Kn−1, c)
1
2 ,
where C(D,m) > 0 is a constant depending only on D and m. Then
Shape(Kn, c) ≤ C(D,m)
1+ 1
2
+...+ 1
2n−1 Shape(K0, c)
1
2n ≤ C(D,m)2 Shape(K0, c) =:M
for all n. The lemma follows.
For all n, let ln > 0 be the first entrance time of z into K
−
n . Let (V
−
n (z), Vn(z), V
′
n(z)) be
the connected components of f−ln(K−n ,Kn,K
′
n) containing z respectively. From the conditions
(K ′n \Kn) ∩ PC(z) = (Kn \K
−
n ) ∩ PC(z) = ∅,
we have
deg(f ln |V ′n(z)) = deg(f
ln |Vn(z)) = deg(f
ln |
V −n (z)
) ≤ δb.
By Proposition 5.7, Lemma 6.3, Lemma 4.3, and Lemma 4.5, we have
Lemma 6.4. There exists a constant M1 > 0 such that, for all n and all y ∈ V
−
n (z),
Shape(Vn(z), y) ≤M1.
By iterating suitable times if necessary, one can further assume that the forward orbit of
the above z avoids all critical values. For large n, the puzzle piece V ′n(z) contains no critical
points. Let vn > 0 be the smallest integer such that f
vn(V −n (z)) contains a critical point c
′.
Then c′ ∈ ωCrit(z). Set Λ−n = f
vn(V −n (z)), Λn = f
vn(Vn(z)) and Λ
′
n = f
vn(V ′n(z)). Then
f vn : V ′n(z)→ Λ
′
n is conformal.
Let jn > 0 be the first return time of c
′ into Λ−n and let (Γ
−
n ,Γn,Γ
′
n) be the connected
components of f−jn(Λ−n ,Λn,Λ
′
n) containing c
′ respectively. Let un > 0 be the first entrance time
of z into Γ−n and let (U
−
n (z), Un(z), U
′
n(z)) be the connected components of f
−un(Γ−n ,Γn,Γ
′
n)
containing z respectively.
Let gn be the inverse of the conformal map f
vn : V ′n(z) → Λ
′
n. Define hn := gn ◦ f
jn+un .
Then
2 ≤ deg(hn|U ′n(z)) = deg(hn|Un(z)) = deg(hn|U−n (z)) ≤ D1
for some constant D1. By Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5, there exists a positive constant M2 > 0
such that
Shape(Un(z), w) ≤M2
for all n and all w ∈ U−n (z).
Proof of Theorem 2.
Definition 6.5. Let g be a complex function defined on a domain W ⊆ C. We say g is almost
continuous at x ∈W if for any ε > 0,
lim
r→0+
mes({z ∈ D(x, r) : |g(z) − g(x)| > ε})
mes(D(x, r))
= 0.
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It is clear that, if g is almost continuous at x, then for any sequence of domains {Un(x)}
containing x with limn→∞ diam(Un(x)) = 0 and Shape(Un(x), x) ≤M for some constantM > 0,
it holds that
lim
n→∞
mes({z ∈ Un(x) : |g(z) − g(x)| > ε})
mes(Un(x))
= 0.
Combining with Lusin’s Theorem and the Lebesgue Density Theorem, one can prove that
a measurable function is almost continuous at almost every point.
Lemma 6.6. A measurable function is almost continuous at each point except a set of measure
zero.
Proof. Let g be a complex measurable function defined on a domain W ⊆ C. For any δ >
0, by Lusin’s Theorem, there exists a subset Eδ of W such that g is continuous on Eδ and
mes(W \ Eδ) < δ. Let E˜δ be the set of Lebesgue density points in Eδ. From the Lebesgue
Density Theorem, mes(Eδ \ E˜δ) = 0. By definitions, g is almost continuous at each point in E˜δ.
Let E be the union of E˜δ for all δ. Then mes(W \ E) = 0 and g is almost continuous at each
point in E.
The proof of the following Lemma comes from [Shen].
Lemma 6.7. Let z be a point in Ω whose forward orbit is disjoint from critical values. Then
for any invariant line field µ, either µ(z) = 0 or µ is not almost continuous at z.
Proof. Suppose |µ(z)| = 1 and µ is almost continuous at z. Up to a rotation, we assume
µ(z) = 1. Since limn→∞ diam(Un(z)) = limn→∞ diam(Vn(z)) = 0 and Shape(Un(z), z) ≤ M ,
Shape(Vn(z), z) ≤M for a constant M > 0, by definition, we have
lim
n→∞
mes({x ∈ Un(z) : |µ(x)− 1| > ε})
mes(Un(z))
= 0
and
lim
n→∞
mes({w ∈ Vn(z) : |µ(w)− 1| > ε})
mes(Vn(z))
= 0
for any ε > 0.
Let un ∈ U
−
n (z) be a critical point of hn and let vn := hn(un) ∈ V
−
n (z). Let αn and βn be
the linear maps of C such that
αn(un) = βn(vn) = 0, α
′
n(un) > 0, β
′
n(vn) > 0
and that diam(αn(Un(z))) = diam(βn(Vn(z))) = 1. Let Xn := αn(Un(z)), Yn := βn(Vn(z)) and
Hn := βn ◦ hn ◦ α
−1
n : Xn → Yn.
From Shape(Un(z), un) ≤M2 and Shape(Vn(x), vn) ≤M1, there exists r1 > 0 such that
D(0, r1) ⊂ Xn and D(0, r1) ⊂ Yn
for all n. Take a subsequence of {n}, say itself, such that (Xn, 0) → (X, 0) and (Yn, 0)→ (Y, 0)
as n→∞ in the Carathe´odory topology. Then there is a holomorphic mapping
H : (X, 0)→ (Y, 0)
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such that Hn|K → H|K uniformly as n→∞ for any compact subset K ⋐ X. Since
deg(Hn : Xn → Yn) = deg(hn : Un(x)→ Vn(x)) ≤ D1,
there is a disk D(0, r2) such that D(0, r2) ⊆ Hn(D(0, r1)) for all n, see [CJY] and [Yin]. Thus
the mapping H can not be a constant. Moreover, zero is a critical point of H as H ′n(0) = 0 for
all n.
Let µn = (α
−1
n )
∗(µ|Un(z)) and νn = (β
−1
n )
∗(µ|Vn(z)) be the Beltrami differentials on Xn and
Yn. It follows from f
∗µ = µ that H∗nνn = µn, i.e.,
µn(x) = νn(Hn(x))
H ′n(x)
H ′n(x)
, a.e. x ∈ Xn.
Since µ is almost continuous at z. For any ε > 0,
lim
n→∞
mes({x ∈ Xn : |µn(x)− 1| > ε}) = 0
and
lim
n→∞
mes({w ∈ Yn : |νn(w)− 1| > ε}) = 0.
Take a disk D(x0, 2r) in X on which H is univalent. Denote
η :=
1
2
min
x∈D(x0,r)
|H ′(x)| > 0.
For n large enough, D(x0, r) ⊆ Xn andHn is univalent inD(x0, r) with minx∈D(x0,r) |H
′
n(x)| > η.
Therefore,
lim
n→∞
mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) : |µn(x)− 1| > ε}) = 0
and
lim
n→∞
mes({w ∈ Hn(D(x0, r)) : |νn(w)− 1| > ε}) = 0.
Since minx∈D(x0,r) |H
′
n(z)| > η, we have
mes({w ∈ Hn(D(x0, r)) : |νn(w)− 1| > ε}) ≥ η
2 ·mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) : |νn(Hn(x)) − 1| > ε}).
For any ε > 0, we estimate: mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) :|
H′n(x)
H′n(x)
− 1 |> ε})
= mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) :|
H ′n(x)
H ′n(x)
− µn(x) + µn(x)− 1 |> ε})
≤ mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) : |νn(Hn(x))− 1| >
1
3
ε}) + mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) : |µn(x)− 1| >
1
3
ε})
≤ η−2 ·mes({w ∈ Hn(D(x0, r)) : |νn(w)− 1| >
1
3
ε}) + mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) : |µn(x)− 1| >
1
3
ε}).
Let n→∞, we have
mes({x ∈ D(x0, r) :|
H ′(x)
H ′(x)
− 1 |> ε}) = 0 for any ε > 0.
The continuity of H ′ implies that H ′(x) = H ′(x) for all x ∈ D(x0, r). Hence H
′|D(x0,r) is a
constant C and so is on X. It follows that C = H ′(0) = 0. Therefore, H is a constant. This is
a contradiction. The proof is complete.
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Note that the set of points whose orbits intersect critical values is countable. Thus, com-
bining with Corollary 6.1, Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.7, we get Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1
Definition 6.8. Let ϕ : W → W˜ be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism between two
open sets in C. For x ∈W , let
H(ϕ, x) = lim inf
r→0
sup|y−x|=r |ϕ(y)− ϕ(x)|
inf |y−x|=r |ϕ(y)− ϕ(x)|
∈ [0,∞].
We say ϕ is a K-quasiconformal mapping if there exists 1 ≤ H <∞ such that H(ϕ, x) ≤ H for
all x ∈W , where K ≥ 1 is a constant depending on H.
A topological disk V has M -Shape if there is a point x ∈ V such that Shape(V, x) ≤M .
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need the following QC-Criterion, which is due to Kozlovski-
Shen-van Strien(see [KSS]):
Lemma 6.9. Let H > 1, M > 1 and m > 0 be constants, ϕ : W → W˜ be an orientation-
preserving homeomorphism between two Jordan domains. Let X0 be a subset ofW with mes(X0) =
mes(ϕ(X0)) = 0 and X1 be a subset of W \X0. Assume that the following hold
(1) for any x ∈W \ (X0 ∪X1), H(ϕ, x) < H ;
(2) for any x ∈ X0, H(ϕ, x) <∞ ;
(3) there exists a family V of pairwise disjoint topological disks which form a covering of X1,
such that for each P ∈ V, we have
• both V and ϕ(V ) have M -Shape ;
• mod(W \ V ) > m and mod(W˜ \ ϕ(V )) > m.
Then there exists a K-quasiconformal mapping ψ : U → U˜ such that ϕ|∂U = ψ|∂U , where K > 1
is a constant depending only on H, M and m.
Let f and f˜ be two non-renormalizable Newton maps conjugated by a homeomorphism h.
It is clear that h(∞) =∞ since ∞ is the unique repelling fixed point of f (resp. f˜). The Fatou
sets coincide with the attracting basins of roots, i.e.,
F (f) = Bf , F (f˜) = Bf˜ .
Then there is a conjugation which is quasiconformal on F (f) and coincides with h on J(f) (see
[McS]). We denote it still by h. Our goal is to prove that h is global quasiconformal in the
complex plane C.
Let Ω0, Ω1, Ω2 and Ω be the defined sets associated to f in previous sections. Similarly,
we have Ω˜0, Ω˜1, Ω˜2 and Ω˜ for f˜ . Since h is a topologically conjugate between f and f˜ , we have
that Ω˜i = h(Ωi) for i = 0, 1, 2, and Ω˜ = h(Ω).
Let X0 := Ω0 ∪ Ω1 ∪ Ω2, X˜0 := Ω˜0 ∪ Ω˜1 ∪ Ω˜2 and X1 := J(f) \X0, X˜1 := J(f˜) \ X˜0. Then
X1 ⊆ Ω, X˜1 ⊆ Ω˜ and X˜0 = h(X0), X˜1 = h(X1).
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Lemma 6.10. (1) mes(X0) = mes(h(X0)) = 0 ;
(2) H(h, x) <∞ for all x ∈ X0.
Proof. (1) By Corollary 6.1, it is obvious since h(X0) = X˜0.
(2) For x ∈ X0, by Lemma 6.1, there exist proper mappings
fkn : (U−n (x), U
′
n(x))→ (U
−, U ′)
with fkn(x) ∈ U− ⋐ U ′ such that their degrees upper bounded by a constant D(x). For each n,
one can take a round disk D(x, rn) ⋐ U
−
n (x) such that
inf {distρn(ξ, y) : ξ ∈ f
−nk(fnk(x)) ∩ U ′n(x), y ∈ ∂D(x, rn)} > ǫ0,
where ρn is the hyperbolic metric of U
′
n(x), and ǫ0 is a constant depending only on D(x) and
mod(U ′ \ U−). Then we have
inf {distρ(f
kn(x), fkn(y)) : y ∈ ∂D(x, rn)} > ǫ1,
where ρ is the hyperbolic metric of U ′, and ε1 is a constant depending only on ǫ0 and D(x). It
follows that
L1 < |f
kn(y)− fkn(x)| < L2 ∀y ∈ ∂D(x, rn),
where L1, L2 are constants independent on n. By continuity of h, we also have such constants
L˜1, L˜2 satisfying
L˜1 < |h(f
kn(y))− h(fkn(x))| < L˜2 ∀y ∈ ∂D(x, rn).
Note that h(fkn(D(x, rn))) ⊆ h(U
−) as D(x, rn) ⋐ U
−
n (x). After applying Lemma 4.3 to the
mappings
f˜kn : (h(U−n (x), h(U
′
n(x))→ (h(U
−), h(U ′)),
we establish that Shape(h(D(x, rn), h(x)) < M(x) for some constant independent on n. The
shrink of disks {U−n (x)}n implies that rn tends to zero. Therefore, H(h, x) < M(x).
Since h is quasiconformal in F (f), assume H(h, x) < H for all x ∈ F (f). Recall that Pn is
the collection of all puzzle pieces of depth n associated to f . Then P˜n := {h(P )|P ∈ Pn} is the
collection of all puzzle pieces of depth n for f˜ .
Fix k and a puzzle piece Pk ∈ Pk. For each x ∈ Pk ∩ X1 (⊆ Ω), take puzzle pieces
(Vn(x)(x), V
′
n(x)(x)) in Lemma 6.4 with n(x) sufficiently large such that V
′
n(x)(x) ⋐ Pk. Then
h(x) ∈ Ω˜(= h(Ω)) and h(Vn(x)(x), V
′
n(x)(x) ) = ( V˜n(x)(h(x)), V˜
′
n(x)(h(x)) ). By Proposition 5.7
and Lemma 6.4, we have
mod(Pk \ Vn(x)(x)) > m, mod(P˜k \ V˜n(x)(h(x))) > m
and
Shape(Vn(x)(x), x) < M, Shape(V˜n(x)(h(x)), h(x)) < M
for constants m,M independent on k and x (∈ X1 ⊆ Ω). Among the collection {Vn(x)(x), x ∈
X1 ∩ Pk}, let V(Pk) be the set of all maximal elements {V1, · · · , Vi, · · · } in the sense that
Vn(x)(x) ∩ Vi 6= ∅ =⇒ Vn(x)(x) ⊆ Vi.
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Clearly V(Pk) consists of disjoint topological disks which form a covering of X1 ∩ Pk. After
occupying Lemma 6.9 to the setting
W := Pk, W˜ := P˜k,V := V(Pk)
within each Pk respectively, we get a K-quasiconformal mapping hk such that hk and h co-
incide in C \
⋃
P∈Pk
P . Take a subsequence of {hk} which converges locally uniformly to a
K-quasiconformal mapping h˜. It concludes that h˜ = h. Thus the original mapping h is K-
quasiconformal. The proof is complete.
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